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Pulled in OpenSearch UI contingency plan and GraphDB work from sprint 2, but those are still in progress.

Pulled in bug ticket for CMR JWT tokens, which is currently in "Needs Peer Review".

Pulled in and completed work on EDSC JWT tokens, increasing lambda timeouts for order updates on the project page, 
updates to subscription queries, adding additional messages from EGI on the order status page, and updates to GIBS 
imagery requests.

Sprint Review Questions and Metrics

Question Response Dashboard Gadget

1 Did the team complete all of la
 sprint Goals? Explain any st

goals that did not complete.

Timeline is deployed, but still wrapping up a 
few minor findings that should be completed 
today.

S3 granule link design for the granule results 
page is complete, but implementation is still 
underway due to unplanned outages.

Finish timeline overhaul

Add a CSV response to collection search results in CMR

Setup GraphDB for local development

Create contingency plan SOP's for Earthdata Search and 
GraphQL

Design and implement improved display of S3 granule links on the 
granule results page

Create an artifact for the GraphQL code coverage report.

Error rendering macro 'gadget'

Error rendering gadget [ https://bugs.earthdata.nasa.gov/rest/gadgets/1.0/g/com.pyxis.greenhopper.jira:

greenhopper-gadget-sprint-health/gadgets/greenhopper-sprint-health.xml ]

https://wiki.earthdata.nasa.gov/display/EPS/Search+and+Discovery+PI+21.2+Demo+Schedule
https://wiki.earthdata.nasa.gov/display/EPS/Search+and+Discovery+PI+21.2+Demo+Schedule
https://wiki.earthdata.nasa.gov/display/EPS/Search+and+Discovery+PI+21.2+Demo+Schedule


2 Does the team have any 
blockers? Blocked Tickets

Error 

rendering 

macro 

'gadget'

Error 

rendering 

gadget [ 

https://bugs.

earthdata.

nasa.gov/rest

/gadgets/1.0/g

/com.

atlassian.jira.

gadgets:filter-

results-gadget

/gadgets/filter-

results-

gadget.xml ]



3 Are there any dependencies 
that are delayed for the  last
sprint? 

Delayed Dependencies

Error 

rendering 

macro 

'gadget'

Error 

rendering 

gadget [ 

https://bugs.

earthdata.

nasa.gov/rest

/gadgets/1.0/g

/com.

atlassian.jira.

gadgets:filter-

results-gadget

/gadgets/filter-

results-

gadget.xml ]



4 What work related to PI 
Objectives will you be working 
on in the  sprint?  upcoming

In addition to tickets pulled into sprint 1 
mentioned above:

Continued work on S3 messaging, 
moving on to design and 
implementation on the download page.
Move on to complete contingency plan 
for Earthdata Search.
Continued work on collection results 
export as a JSON file.
Continued work on GraphDB. Populate 
existing CMR collections.

Upcoming PI Work

OBJECTIVES: 

5 Which objectives are (on/off) 
track for the PI, or moving 
(faster/slower) than expected?

S3 granule link design is a little behind, but 
we expect to be able to catch up.

Error 

rendering 

macro 

'gadget'

Error 

rendering 

gadget [ 

https://bugs.

earthdata.

nasa.gov/rest

/gadgets/1.0/g

/com.

atlassian.jira.

gadgets:filter-

results-gadget

/gadgets/filter-

results-

gadget.xml ]

Error rendering macro 'gadget'

Error rendering gadget [ https://bugs.earthdata.nasa.

gov/rest/gadgets/1.0/g/com.pyxis.greenhopper.jira:

greenhopper-gadget-version-report/gadgets

/greenhopper-version-report.xml ]

Error rendering macro 'gadget'

Error rendering gadget [ https://bugs.earthdata.nasa.

gov/rest/gadgets/1.0/g/com.pyxis.greenhopper.jira:

greenhopper-gadget-version-report/gadgets

/greenhopper-version-report.xml ]
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